PL harvest threatens
marbled murrelet
by Andrew Sliva
Staff writer

The largest privately owned stand of oldgrowth redwoods, which serves as home to
a species of bird decimated by the Alaskan
oil spill, will be logged soon if two Pacific
Lumber Co. timber harvest plans are approved by the California Department of
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The stand lies about five miles northeast
of Fortuna at the headwaters of the Little
South Fork of the Elk River and Salmon
Creek.
The area is one of three nesting areas for
the marbled murrelet in California, said

u
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The proposed cutting area
includes the largest privately
owned stand of old-growth
redwoods. It is located five
miles northeast of Fortuna.

Robert “Woods” Sutherland, litigation
coordinator for the Environmental Protection Information Center in Garberville.
E.P.I.C. has regularly challenged in the
courts timber harvest plans that it feels will
have adverse environmental effects.
The largest population center of the bird
used to be in Prince William
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Alaska, Sutherland said. More marbled
murrelets died there than any other species
after the Exxon Valdez ran aground, causing the largest oil spill in U.S. history, he
said.
“Tt’s very important those areas remain
undisturbed,” Sutherland said, because the
bird requires a large nesting area and all
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SLC meeting

McCrone

tells A.S.

library gets $40,000
pensive.

by Peter Tira
Staff writer
HSU President Alistair McCroneattended
a Monday night Student Legislative Council meeting for the first time all year.
He

addressed

concerns

ranging

from

library cutbacks to educational equity.
The purpose of McCrone’s visit, however, was not to speak but to listen.
McCrone asked the SLC for feedback on
the issues facing the university it considered the most important and what concerns

SLC members had.
“I’m interested in your interests and value
systems,” McCrone said. He took notes of

the responses.
One concern raised by the SLC involved
the cutback of natural resources periodicals
in HSU’s library. The number of sciencerelated publications was reduced last year
inaneffort tocut library expenses. Sciencerelated periodicals are often the most ex-

Pro prospect

File photo

Senior linebacker David Harper is the first HSU player invited to the
East-West Shrine football game. The 65th annual classic is at Stanford
Stadium in Palo Alto on Sunday, Jan. 21. The game is a showcase for

pro-scouts and mostly Division | players attend. See story page 19

McCrone shared the concem. He said,
“Our library is under-funded.”
McCrone stressed the importance of the
library for HSU students.
“Our usage at the library, per student, is
among the highest |
in the (California
State University)

system.” One reason for this, he explained, is HSU’s
geographic separation from other
libraries. McCrone
said other CSU
Students
have

s

more

Alistair McCrone

libraries

in

their geographic areas than do HSU students.
He told the SLC that efforts have been
made to strengthen the library.

“We have put $40,000 in private money
Please see SLC back page
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The HSU Bookstore

Macintosh Holiday Sale

yz

Macintosh SE 20 Package
¢ Macintosh SE 20 with 20

Macintosh licx 40 Package

megabyte hard drive

¢ ImageWriter II Printer

SAVE

* Meus Bey boa

$463

* Microsoft Works
(Academic Version)

* Surge Protector

¢ Macintosh IIcx with 40

megabyte hard drive

¢ ImageWriter II Printer
¢ RGB Color Monitor
¢ Extended Keyboard

¢ Microsoft Works

a

(Academic Version)
¢ Surge Protector
¢ Mouse Pad

$4699.00
Check out the complete line

HSU Bookstore

of Macintosh computers at

Mon - Thurs 7:50 am - 6:00 pm

the HSU Booksotre!

Friday 7:50 am - 6:00 pm

Closed Saturday & Sunday
This offer is limited to stock on hand. Subject to change at any time.
Good only for FULL-TIME, currently enrolled, Students, Faculty, and Staff.
Proof of full-time enrollment or employment is required.
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Labor archive slated for HSU
The North Coast labor history archive
will also preserve and collect various rec-

by Paul Hendricks
Staff writer

The HSU library will soon house the first
labor history archive on the North Coast.

The archive will preserve the organizational and social history of North Coast
unions, the workers who belonged to them,

their work and the industries that dominated this area.
While the history of various labor move-

ments will be preserved, the archive’s main
focus will be the timber industry, as the
North Coast was once one of the nation’s

major redwood-producing areas.
The archive will occupy

1,250 square

feet in the library basement and will provide a fire-secure area to store union material.
“The archive will include 400 linear feet
of information dating back to the turn of the
century,” Erich Schimps, HSU government

publications librarian, said. “Information
will come from union minute books, dues

books and correspondence.”
Schimps said the archive will also contain strike posters and other union memorabilia.
“Currently most of the material is in the
hands of retired union members. Since the
unions basically no longer exist, the material is not easily accessible,” Schimps said.
“The archive will provide a place to store
these materials.”
Schimps said several former union
members are volunteering their time for the

project, gathering data and providing information about their personal experiences in
the unions.

ords of regional social and economic history created by unions.
Schimps said records in the archive date
back 100 years and chronicle the role played
by labor, mainly the timber industry, in
molding the “isolated communities of the
Redwood Empire.”
By the late 1800’s Humboldt, Del Norte

and Mendocino counties were the key regions for Douglas fir and redwood production in the United States.
The lumber industry in this region had a
major impact on the industry nationwide.
Due to problems incurred in the harvesting
of the

redwood

giants,

workers

had

to

improve existing technologies. As a result,
new technologies emerged.
Early unions formed on the North Coast
included International Workingmen’s Association and the Knights of Labor.
Humboldt County had the first national
union of lumber workers in America, the

International Brotherhood of Woodsmen
and Sawmill Workers.
The Union Labor Hospital, today Eureka
General Hospital, catered almost exclu-

sively to lumber union members.
The once-dominant industry has dimin-

ished in the last 15 years.In the late ’50s
13,000 men workcd in the lumber industry

in this area and half of those belonged to 38
local unions.
Today the North Coast lumber industry
claims just 3,000 workers, and only 600 of
those belong to three local unions.
Only three other labor history archives
exist in California. These are located at San

Francisco State,

San Diego State and

Northridge.

Video class

Andrew Silva

Head Librarian David Oyler sits among the many boxes of information that
will make up the labor history archive in the basement of the library.

Students explore visual medium on public access channel
by Jacqueline Adams
Staff writer

HSU students don’t want to be left behind, so they’re trying to keep up with the
times and technology of today by becoming
video literate.
Students are exploring the concept of
video through the Public Affairs Video
Productions class, which is part of the new

broadcast sequence offered by the HSU
journalism department.

As part of the class, some of the students
are involved with the HSU news center
producing a student news broadcast which
airs on Arcata Community Access Channel
31 each Tuesday between 7 and 10 p.m.
ACAC is a public access channel, provided by Cox Cable of Humboldt, which
airs public, educational and governmental

information to cable viewers.
Each broadcast begins with a 15- to 35-

L DEFECTIVE

minute news segment featuring Tony deGarate and Britt Alstad as anchors. Both
deGarate and Alstad are HSU journalism
majors.
The news is repeated every hour, on the
hour, between 7 and 10 p.m and includes
other student-produced pieces.
Tish Camey, a journalism senior, is the
producer of the student news broadcast.
Carney said she has been involved in
radio broadcasting for over a year, so she
decided to branch out into video.
“It’s a lot of fun. When you’re doing
video, there’s a whole new dimension to
journalism,” she said.
Camey said the two toughest things about
her job are “getting people who are interested in doing the work and getting people
to watch the show.”
Jan Kraepelien, an HSU lecturer in the
journalism department who teaches the
course, said, “We don’t have a ratings system, but we hear from people who have
seen the show. The whole idea of repeating

the show is for more people to be able to see
it.”

Kraepelien said there are about 65,000
homes in Humboldt County that have television sets. He said between 70 to 75 percent of those households have cable, so
there’s a possibility of reaching 40,000
viewers.

majors who are interested in learning how
to use video in their majors or their future
fields.”
Some examples are majors in recreation.
biology and resource planning and interpretation.
Larson said there had been a greatamount
of faculty and student interest in video and

Mark Larson, journalism department
chairman, said he began the course three
years ago because he felt HSU needed to

“we were losing students to campuses where
they could take video classes.”
Larson said it’s crucial for the journalism

offer some video instruction.

department to offer video production teCause it gives students a place to show their

Larson said it’s important for journalism
students to know the technology because
the video skills and the reporting skills all
come together in the process.

“It helps our majors and minors to gain
technical skills in producing news,” Larson
said. “The course is also designed for non-

work.
He said the department isn’t concerned it

the student news broadcast wins any awands.
“We're concerned with students having
access to equipment and a place to air their
productions,” he said.

Correction

.

In the Nov. 8 issue of The Lumberjack Robin Braffet’s name was misspelled. The
Lumberjack regrets the error

:
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Minority issues top Villa’s agenda
by Peter Tira
Staff writer

Don’texpect
to find Associated Students
_ President Randy Villa in his University
Center Office on Thursday nights.
He won’t be there.
He’ll be out playing poker.
In fact, Villa has played poker every

Thursday night for the past four and a half
years he’s been at HSU. And the $22 Villa
can winon a good night from his buddies is
often more tangible than the rewards of
being A.S. president.
The 23-year-old political science senior
said that his term of one year will not allow

sitting in this job.
“You can’t say I did this, this and that...
but at least you have the satisfaction of
saying these are goals that we as students
have pushed forward for long periods of
time,” he said.
Villa’s goals are clear.
These involve the needs and services
HSU can provide to low-income and minority students.

He said students who come to HSU often
have a hard time finding help and feeling
comfortable and that low-income and ethnic students have amore difficult time than
most.
“A lot of students really don’t know

and that... but at least you
have the satisfaction of
saying these are goals that
we as students have pushed
forward for long periods of
time.’

where to turn for help.

Randy Villa
AS. president

“If the majority of students don’t really

him tosee the fulfillmentof his goals for the

know,

HSU campus.
“T can’t point to any tangible things because of the way the (student) government

students, first-time students and minority

functions and that’s the bad part about

‘You can't say | did this, this

it’s equally or tougher on equity

students who have never been up to school

before and who don’t have the knowledge
and background to rely upon,” he said.
Villa said the university has to make
efforts to help these students by providing
programs to make up possible deficiencies
in a student’s education.
“Don’t give it to us but provide a way for
us to learn and provide a way for us to catch
up.That’s all we’re asking. That’s all I
believe ethnic students or equity students
are asking for,” he said.
He said, “The university has to recognize
that there are problems coming in for students — especially for an ethnic or minority student coming in from, say, an inner-

GOLD RING SALE
°75 OFF 18K
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Dae

city school.
“The (California State University) sys-

tem needs to recognize that we do come in
at different levels. It tends to lump us to-

gether as ‘you made it into college and now
go and compete.’
Villa’s goals for HSU come from his
experiences as a student here. A native of
Carpinteria, Calif., which is about 12 miles
south of Santa Barbara, Villa came to HSU
in the fall of 1985 and had trouble adjusting
to life here.
“Basically I came from an area where I
was surrounded by ethnics, by Mexicans
(and) by Chicanos... I came up to Humboldt and it’s a totally different experience.
The style of talk is different, the interaction
is different, the food —

everything you

could think of is a total reversal of what I
grew up with,” he said.
Villa described his experiences as an 18year-old freshman.
“Tt was basically walk and stumble regarding classes, regarding financial aid —
everything,” he said. He said he learned

how to adjust to life at HSU by getting
involved.
During his first two years Villa became

active in the Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan club on campus. This social
club sponsors political and cultural activities for HSU’s Latino community.
Villa said, “That was the firstplace where
I found people from the same background
as I am. That’s the first place where I
became comfortable at HSU so that’s where
I started a lot of my activities.”
Lorena Martinez, a peer counselor at
HSU’s Educational Opportunity Program
and a member of MECHA, assessed some
of Villa’s qualities.
“When (Villa) gets something in his head
he’ll follow through. I think he stands for
what he believes in and carrics it out,” she

said.
Villa’s goals for next semester will concentrate on getting students involved in the
Student Legislative Council and student
government.
He said, “Students don’t want to get
involved and that’s the scary thing. It’s a
shame and it’s not paying respect to the
people who fought to preserve our rights.”
And when HSU’s political life becomes
too much there’s always the Thursday night
poker games to help relive the stress.

FIRST MONTH FREE * REDUCED RATES ¢ STUDENT DISCOUNT

AAA
Mini Storage
Various Sizes of mini storages and garages
High Security ¢ Inside Units with Sign-in Security
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December Grads, Last Chance to Order Your Ring !
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on dieplay in your college bookstore.

so Computers
Specialists in Personal Computers
Mail Order Prices...Local Support
Coming Soon in Arcata
Corner of 10th & | St.
Call 822-7411 for more information
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} campus clips

Creel

17th annual Career Day set for tomorrow
The Career Development Center will host its 17th annual Natural Resources and

i

|

|

Environmental Sciences Career Day tomorrow in the Kate Buchanan Room from 9:30
a.m. until 4:00 p.m.
Employers will be on hand to answer questions concerning summer, seasonal,
ene education and internship job opportunities and to provide general career
advice.
The program is free and open to all HSU students and faculty. For more information
call Barbara Peters at 826-4175.

Blood drive today
The HSU Newman Center is sponsoring a blood drive today in the Kate Buchanan

|

Room on the second floor of the University Center.
Blood may be donated between 11:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Women’s

Center turns 18

The HSU Women’s Center will celebrate its 18th year with a champagne and
chocolate party Friday, Dec.

|
|

1. The celebration will be held in House

and 6 p.m. with a short program scheduled at 4:30 p.m.
Students and faculty are welcome to attend. For more
826-4773.

55 between

3

information call Karen Foss at

Animal Welfare Club hosts program
{

The Humboldt Animal Welfare Club will present a program

;

tomorrow

teaturing the

movie “Kiss the Animals Goodbye” and guest speakers Linda and John Amaryl from
the Humane Society of Humboldt County.
The program will begin at 7 p.m. in Gist Hall 225. For more information call Susan
Armstrong Buck at 826-4124.

| NEW AGE BAR & GRILL /
|

Gourmet Vegetarian Restaurant

©)

Featuring nutritious, tasty food for the health-conscious
citizens of the North

|
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Coast.

e Great Buffet Breakfasts at $3.00 - $5.00

|

e Expressos e Cappucinos

|

* Fresh Fruit Juices & Smoothies

|

e Six Different Veggie Burgers

|
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Angelo’s Is For You, Whatever It Takes We Deliver
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¢ Delivery

to the dorms

¢ Quickie lunch - ALL YOU CAN EAT!

Pizza & salad bar, $3.75

/)

& to the rest of Arcata
e Saladbar
PIZZA
with
PIZZAZZ

e Arcata’s best arcade

¢ Monday Night Half Time Specials:

Quickie Lunch
get a FREE medium Pepsi
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940 Samoa Blud., Studio 204 © Arcata ® (707)822-DOWN

$1.00 OFF
a Medium Pizza

$2.00 OFF
a Family Pizza

$3.75 + tax
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Made in Arcata

,@

We video tape sporting events, clubs, and other special occasions.
We'll show it for you too!

We Deliver

e Custom Comforters
e Pillows
e Duvet Covers

half off.

Pitchers & Pizzas,
¢ Sandwiches

575 H Street, Arcata 822-7602

..naturally
Goosedown bedding for comfort.
= ba
2

e Cotton Bed
Linens

11:00 - 1:30, Mon. - Fri.

e Sierra Nevada on tap

|StudioDown

Take-out Deli & Grocery
We Make Our Own Tofu Fresh Daily

We

7.

offer

Courtesy,

our customer,

RESPECT,

OUTSTANDING

telty Grecery ond Doll

*«

these

and

TOFU SHOP (2
sé

ze

HOT FROM OUR DELI

VALUES:

Spinach-Tofu Turnovers
Large $4.10
Small $2.75
Delicately seasoned with

1989 SWIFT

|

1989 FOX

AM/FM Cass., Heavy Duty Cooling Package|

GA

|5“SPeed, Disc Brakes &Pinstriping, 45 mpg
a

whole wheat crust.
Delicious and cholesterol-free!
Easy to heat at home!

WE ALSO FEATURE
Baked Tofu-Vegie Patties
80
3/2.35
6/4.50
Marinated & Baked Tofu-Cutlets

50
3/1.45
Baked Tofu-Sausages
45
3/1.25

165 Fon
per

6/2.75

12/5.40

6/2.45

12/4.75

Fresh Tofu...............--

1.35/LB.

WE
or cash price $6,158.76 #2874
+67¢ mo. APR 11.25% total payments $8,080.20 O.AC.
Does not include dealer-installed options.

price $7,435.90 #8965
+68¢ 60 mo. APR 11.25% total payments $9,940.80 O.AC or cash

12/8.75

SPECIALIZE

IN...

delicious, ready-to-eat and easy-to-prepare
foods — all cholesterol free and many
with locally-produced and

organically-grown ingredients.

1989 GOLF RadiGL
o prep.

1989 SIDEKICK 4x4 HARD TOPette

Auto, Disc Brakes, Pioneer AM/FM Cass
_

5-Speed, Power Steering

ra

.80 O.A.C. or cash price $8,495.90 #3461
+23¢ 60 mo. APR 11.25% total payments $11,353

768 18th Street, Arcata
Mon-Sat 8-8 ¢ Sun 11-6
TAKE OUT: 822-7409

sit ioe

$9,721.36 #3160
57¢ 60 mo. APR 11.25% total payments $12,574.20 O.AC. or cash price
Doas not include dealer-installed options.

“Special cars for special people.”
credit approval.
All cars subject to prior sale, out of dealer stock & subject to

Alter mlg

rebalo, rebate subject lo chango

Prices do not include tax, lic., & doc.

fees

oastali p street
Wy)

Bake
Between

6th & 7th

any difference,

but your country will.
But it wi// make a difference
to your country. So when

you turn 18, register with
Selective Service. It’s quick.
...-It'seasy.And it’s the law,
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Donors give HSU needed boost
When the tree farm was donated to the

by Jack Durham
Staff writer

‘The reason we use the Foundation is it just gives us a

James Hamby, HSU Foundation general
manager, oversees the investment of over

good deal more flexibility in how we can use the funds.’

$1.6 million.

“The Foundation is a non- Sot California corporation which functions as an aux-

iliary organization within the California
State University system,” Hamby said.“‘Our
charge is to handle all the research grants
and research contracts and gifts if those

gifts are made to the Foundation rather than
a University account.”
The $1.6 million invested by the Foundation consists of endowments, trusts and
scholarship funds ranging from $1,100 to
$800,000, Hamby said.
Even though the Foundation is an auxil-

iary of the University, the money is solicited by the Office of University Relations.
Hamby said donors have the option of
giving to either the Foundation or the University.

Patti Clinton, HSU accounting officer,
said the University has more than $2
million in scholarship funds, trust money
and Miscellaneous Course Fee money
available for investment.

Almost all of this money is invested in
the State Money Surplus Investment Fund,
which last year paid about $97,000 in inter-

est to HSU.

About $15,000 is in the
Investment Fund and a little
kept in a COR account at
America. A COR account

Local Agency
over $2,500 is
tahe Bank of
is a checking

account for businesses.
Because the University is a state agency,
it must follow state investment guidelines

which prohibit investing in stocks and
bonds. The Foundation, on the other hand,
is anon-profit corporation and can invest in
stocks and bonds.

“The reason we use the Foundation is it
just gives us a good deal more flexibility in
how we can use the funds,” said Don Christensen, director of university relations.
Christensen said one of the principal
responsibilities of the Office of University
Relations is to solicit funds.
“We are now in the midst of an alumni
solicitation. It’s an annual thing that occurs
during the last four months of the calendar
ear,” Christensen said.
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Foundation by industrialistLouis Schatz of
Tacoma, Wash., it came with an $800,000
endowment.

The Foundation invested the $800,000 in
first trust deeds, which are home mortgages

Don Christensen

and yield about $64,000 a year to run the

director of university relations

tree farm.
The endowments cannot be spent, Chris-

Christensen expects to raise $100,000
during this campaign and another $100,000
by soliciting the parents of HSU students.
“We also do a Partnership Campaign,
which is the solicitation of local businesses,”
he said.

Christensen expects to raise $100,000
from local businesses.
The Simpson Lumber Co.participated in
the Partnership Campaign

by donating

$12,500 to the University this year.
“The University is putting ina computer

lab and we think it’s an important thing,”
Ryan Hamilton, spokesman for Simpson
Lumber Co., said.
The funds are used to provide materials
for students, to recruit prospective students
and to provide scholarships, Christensen
said.
Half of the Foundation’s $1.6 million
consists of a single endowment to run the
Schatz Christmas and Demonstration Tree
Farm near Maple Creek.

tensen said.Instead, they are invested and
the yields can be spent.
The Foundation also manages the the
College Improvement Foundation, formed
in the 1920s, which was the beneficiary of
seven different wills, all of which created
scholarship accounts, Hamby said.
All of these trusts are contained within

the College Improvement Foundation and
total over $200,000. They are invested in
Security Pacific Bank, AmericanSavings,
Wells Fargo and the Bank of America.
Another endowment was created by the
will of Clara St. Peter When she died she

left the Foundation $1,100 and asked the
Foundation to invest it. When the annual
interest was $100 it was to be awarded to
one student each year. Any interest col-

lected over the first $100, she wanted given
to the First Congregational Church in Eureka.

Hamby said the Foundation expects significant growth in the ’90s in terms of the
amount of gifts and bequests.

ASK FOR
THE CARD THAT'S
YOUR LICENSE
TO FILL.

We accept all competitor’s coupons

Free

Open 7 days a week 11 am — 9 pm

Free

Posters

160 Westwood Village

Popcorn

(off Alliance) * Arcata « 822-6224

Tin Can
lIOOO
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eT

pant:

Mailman
Street

Arcata, CA

O55 21

707:822.:1307
hold

books

used

books

out ol print

books

mail order

books
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Are you experienced?
Show the world what you've got. The
Lumberjack Laserwriter Typesetting
Service can create a resumé just for
you. Call 826-3259 for information.

Join Subway’s Sub Club. Then every time you buy a Subway
sub, we'll stamp your Sub Club card. Fill up the card
and get a free regular footlong sub. It's that easy. The Sub Club
card, for home or office. It's your license to fill.
1731 G Street, at the bottom of the H.S.U. footbridge

~
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OFFICE WITH A VIEW
ThePeace Corps is an exhilarating two-year experience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might take years of apprenticeship
back home, volunteers find the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a
unique experience in the developing world.
.
|
International firms and government agencies value the skills and knowledge
mastered during Peace Corps service.
Information Table:
Monday - Wednesday, November27 - 29, 1989
10:00 a.m.. - 2:00 p.m., Student Quad
Thursday, November 30, 1989, 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
University Center - Kate Buchanan Room

Slide Show with Former Volunteers:
Wednesday, November 29, 1989, 3:00 p.m.
Nelson Hall East, Room 119
Thursday, November 30, 1989, 2:00 p.m.

b Cace

. Or D S

The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love

Nelson Hall East, Room 119

Peace
Corps Potluck:
Thursday, November 30, .1989, 6:00 - 8:30 p.m.
RSVP to Jodie Ellis, 826-3342

For more information contact Peace Corps Representative Jodie Ellis at826-3342 or call the Peace Corps

recruitment office at (415) 744-2677.
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el ican Prison poll

sonducted by Mark Larson's Empirical Research

n April 24-May 5, 1989
class,
in Communicatio

_ How would you describe your position
_ today on the construction of the new
state prison in Del Norte County?

Sipcses

Category

Percentages

Stongly In favor:

20

53

In favor:

51

13:5

Neutral:

131

34.7

Oppose:

103

27.2

44

11.6

6

1.6

Strongly oppose:
Do not know:

Noveeponse;= ( ati

(tS

What type of impacts do you expect?
Positive
impacts cited

Number at
_ responses

Percentages

Mike Harmon

Although designed to hold 2,280 of the state’s worst offenders, the Pelican Bay State Prison is expected to reach an overload capacity of 3,400 by July. At that point, the population of inmates and
guards will exceed the population of nearby Crescent City.

Maximum security prison
opens Friday in Del Norte
Expected to hold
3,400 by next July
by Keith Alan Estabrook Jr.
Staff writer

Contrary to popular rumor, when Pelican Bay State
Prison opens Friday it will not be the largest prison in the
free world and it won’t house Charles Manson. It will,
however, be the home to some of the worst offenders in the
California prison system.
It’s a forbidding place. Costing $217 million and covering nearly 300 acres of ground that used to be redwood
forest, the prison is surrounded on the outside by double
fences, razor-sharp concertina wire and gun towers manned
by guards wielding Mini-14 rifles and instructed to shoot
climbers off the fence.
Prisoners will arrive in Del Norte County in converted
buses that look like a regular Greyhound bus — except for
the bars over the windows. Costing more than $200,000
each, the buses hold 38 prisoners and three guards, one of
whom sits at the rear with a shotgun.
“I can’t recall anyone ever escaping from one,” said
Lieutenant Mike Leovich.
The prison will initially be staffed by almost 500 corrections department officers and 200 support staff people.
That number will increase by 50 percent by the end of
:
January.
1s
Despite the concerns of some local residents, escape

unlikely. It is probably the most high-tech prison ever built,
taking advantage of all the lessons learned by the department of corrections since San Quentin opened more than
100 years ago. The place is bristling with closed-circuit
television cameras and electronic controls. Each housing
unit has a centrally located command post so guards can
monitor and control everything that is happening in their
area of command.
“Most of the older facilities don’t have TV cameras,”
Lieutenant Harlan Watkins said. “The control centers are
also designed with “crash gates” so we can separate each
pod (group of cells) from the others. If a riot occurs at the
far end of the cell block we can close the gates to each tier
from the control center.”
If an inmate were brazen enough to attempt an escape, he
would have to get out of his assigned area, cross no-man’s
land (the area between the housing units and the fences)
and scale a 15-foot fence topped with razor wire. He would
then have to get across a 20-foot-wide area that runs the
perimeter of the prison without tripping weight-sensitive
alarms buried in the ground and scale another fence identical to the first.
“I’ve seen men get caught on the razor wire at the top of
the first fence who begged me to get them down,” said
Lieutenant Al Dienes, the public information officer at
Pelican Bay.

“They didn’t care what happened to them as long as they
got off the fence.”
Inmates can forget about escaping by hiding undemeath
a trash truck headed out. There is only one vehicle gate into
the prison grounds, and it is built so that guards can walk
under and check vehicles going in or out.
HSU Sociology Professor Jerry Krause said people
aren’t as afraid of prisoner escapes as they are of the

Jobs:

73

19.3

Boosts economy:

39

10.3

32

8.4

‘Commerce:

Negative impacts cited
Population growth:

43

11.4

Prison related crime:

36

9.5

friends of prisoners:

19

5.0

Increased traffic:

17

4.5

12

3.2

Influx of family and

Other
Effect on housing:
County residents polied
378 Humboldt

margin of error)
(5 percent

possibility of change in the community.
“They’re afraid of contamination in the community,”
Krause, who is conducting a study of the effects of the
prison on the community, said. “They’re afraid gangs will
come and that drug dealing and teen drug use will increase.
And they are afraid that there will be unfamiliar racial and
ethnic groups in the community.”
The Department of Corrections seeks to counter those
fears by citing studies showing that less than one percent of
prison families relocate near the prison. About 30 percent
of the state’s prison population comes from Los Angeles
County — which has no prison — and Crescent City is not
a likely place for families to relocate.
Pelican

Bay

Community

Resources

Manager

Tom

Hopper, who served as sheriff in the county from 1979 to
1987, agreed.
“By the time someone gets here they’ve often cut family
ties,” Hopper said, “and momma’s not going to nde 18
hours on a bus to visit.”
The prison is designed to house 2,280 inmates, but
Dienes said they will immediately start overcrowding as
soon as it reaches capacity.
Pelican Bay is expected to hold 3,400 inmates by next
July.
Please see Prison page 12
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by Anne Rocha
Staff writer

There are 29 students at Eureka High
School who need special help.
These English as Second Language students come from many different countries
and cultures, but share a common need to
learn English.

Nancy Brooks teaches ESL classes at

Eureka High. Her students have different
_levels of proficiency in English so she must
use teaching methods in which all students
;

will learn.

Brooks uses different methods of teaching to communicate the daily lesson. She
said the students do a lot of “hands-on”

work. For example, she will write a word on
the board, such as “water,” and then ask the
students what the word makes them think
about. Each student replies according to his
or her level. Some students may say only
one word such as “wet” while others may
reply in full sentences.

Brooks writes the students’ words on the
board. She reads them and then the students
read them. The students then draw pictures

using the words and also use the words for
vocabulary building.
“T try to provide an activity that can be

Anne Rocha

Freshman Lee Chang receives some special attention

managed by all of them at their own level,”

in his social studies class from teacher's alde Jean

Brooks said. “Everything I do has to be very

son tells the others to do something and

concrete. It should be illustrated.”

nce,
teacher
then demonstrates. For instathe
might say “Touch your nose” at the same
time she performs the action. The tech-

Brooks uses a teaching technique called
Total Physical Response, or TPR, in small
groups. This is a technique where one per-
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She said sometimes the students are bored

|

because they already know how to speak
and understand
the language, but they must

|

Please see Students next page
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When asked about the courses being “too
easy” as Chang and Kham Van said, Brooks
said that the ESL classes use a lot of repe-
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Lee Chang is a freshman at Eureka High
whoemigrated
from Thailand 11 years ago.
Chang said the ESL program helped him
with hisEnglish
at first, but when hisEnglish
improved he became bored. He said his
favorite thing at Eureka High was learning
new subjects.
Bouakham
Kham Van isa freshman from
Laos. She came over ten years ago. She
described the ESL classes as “fun.” Howeasy. Kham Van said her favorite things at
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more talking going on. I encourage talking
among the students, as long as it isn’t disruptive to the whole class.”
Another technique Brooks uses is cooperative learning. “They help each other
learn constantly,” she said.
The students work in groups or with
partners playing games, doing stories or
answering a series of questions.
Everything done in the classroom is done
to encourage speaking and to make the
ig t feel comfortable in the class, she

ever, she also said that the classes were too

=| e Fanny Packs ... from $9.95

Tenth,

—by the hour!

Qe

Ski’s, bags, tents, ice axes

650

nique always involves an action and is
always in command form.
Vocabulary and concept learning is also
amajor part of Brooks’ teaching. However,
she emphasized the importance of learning
these in a natural setting rather than just
memorization.
Brooks reads a lot to her students and
makes sure they understand what is being
read and makes references to things they
can relate to.
“It’s a very much more relaxed classroom atmosphere
inasmuch as there is a lot

Rental
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years ago. His favorite thing Is learning new subjects.
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Students
¢Continued from previous page
remain in the ESL classes for writing
comprehension.
Craig Carroll teaches basic English
freshmen at Eureka High. His class
mixture of ESL students and native

at new park site

and
for
is a
stu-

dents with limited ability.
Carroll’s class covers literature and writing, but at a slower pace than the regular

by Andrew Silva

freshman English courses. He uses a lot of

Staff writer

On a spot where Native Americans
stopped to rest nearly 3,000 years ago,
Arcatans of the 1990s will go to sweat.

The oldest known archeological site in
Humboldt County lies on the site of the new
sports complex being built in Arcata south
of 7th Street between Union Street and

Highway 101.

My hope is that we can
develop an HSU repository
for artifacts from digs mandated by law...!t would be
important if HSU would
develop the program.’

repetition and in-depth discussions in his
teaching style.

He said the biggest problem facing ESL
students is the fact that they are lacking in
language acquisition and cultural understanding and are therefore unable to understand some of the stories they read.
The ESL students have difficulties with
literature. He pointed out that native students are aware of stories that other stories
are based on such as Cinderella, but many
of the ESL students are not.
He added that American students “watch
stuff like Thunder Cats and He Man and
Alf, and so they knowa lot of the jargon and
know cultural experience, and these kids
don’t.”
Socially, Carroll said ESL students and
the native-born students interact well in
class. He said he sees the students coming
over here and “getting more assimilated,
very fashion conscious, hair conscious. It’s
interesting —a lot of the kids are real sharp
dressers, quite in with the styles and fads.”
However, Carl Del Grande, principal of

It is about 2,000 years older than any
other site found in Humboldt County and
dates back to about 800 B.C., said Jill

Eidsness, the archeologist who will directa

Jill Eidsness

dig next year to recover and catalog the
artifacts in the site before an access road to
the sports complex covers it.
Eidsne
isa private
ss consultantto the city

of Arcata and said she has worked for more
than a year with the city to find an alternative to development on the site.

“I believe the city has been working in
good faith to preserve what they can,” she
said. The road had to go there, she said,

archeologist

Eidsness hopes the benefits from the dig

will continue long after the artifacts are
recovered.
“My hope is that we can develop an HSU
repository for artifacts from digs mandated

because “from an engineering perspective,

by law,” she said. The effort at preserving

there was no other place to put the road.”
The final excavation, which will preserve the archeological record, is the tradeoff to allow development, she said. The
City Council has yet to approve the cost of

the site’s history 1s required under the California Environmental Quality Act.
“It would be important if HSU would

the dig, which will be discussed at its next

meeting.
“We'll get a good sample before the
bulldozers go in,” Eidsness said.
Students at HSU will have achance to get
their hands dirty collecting that sample
through two courses in Native American
studies next semester.
Eidsness emphasized that collecting artifacts from any registered archeological site

is against the law. Notonly the artifacts, but
their location in relation to each other provides the information for putting the historical puzzle together, and it takes trained
people to do that.
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Eureka High, doesn’t see the Asian ESL

students adapting well socially.
“They are not becoming Americanized
as rapidly as some of us would like.”
He said Eureka High has tried to involve
them in school activities such as athletic
events and concerts.
However, Del Grande said the Southeast
Asian ESL students are motivated, serious
about education, have few attendance prob-

lems and described them as a “pleasure to
have on campus.”
To become an ESL teacher, certain
courses must be taken. John Schafer, professor of English at HSU, described two

different programs HSU provides for instructing teachers how to teach students
whose first language is not English.
One is the Teaching English as a Second
Language Certificate of Study program.
The program has a 33- to 37-unit course
requirement
consisting ofa variety of classes
including foreign language, English, ethnic
studies and speech.
Schafer said there are about 25 students
currently enrolled in this program. He said
itis Humboldt’s own training program and
not one issued by the state. However, he
said, “It’s certainly proof one is trained in
the field.”
The other program offered at HSU is
referred to as Supplementary Authorization in English as a Second Language. It
consists of 14 units, including English and

speech courses, and is designed for people
who have just received a teaching credential. Itenablesa teacher to teach ESL classes.

develop the program,” she said.
She said there is interest among local
American Indians to have access to artifacts from their ancestors.
The earliest American Indian occupation
in this area was in the inland river valleys
between 800 B.C. and A.D. 900. What is
now Old Arcata Road and the Fickle Hill
ridge would have been one of the earliest
routes to the coast from the ancient settle-
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The site was nota village or burial ground
— it was probably used as a temporary
stopping place by small groups, Eidsness
said. There were no early settlements on the
coast. A large prairie existed where downtown Arcata is now and had a large elk herd.
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Prison
eContinued from page 9

The reason for the immediate overcrowding is that California’s prison
population is growing faster than the
state can build places to hold it. There
were no state prisons built during the
1970s. When the ’80s rolled around, the
legislature, pressured by an angry public upset over the rising crime rate,
started passing laws requiring mandatory prison terms. The number of inmates began to soar and the prison
system, already overcrowded, started

by Keith Alan Estabrook Jr.
Staff writer

There is a place at Pelican Bay State
Prison where the inmates are so dangerous

that Richard Ramirez doesn’t qualify for
admission. He’s not bad enough.

Most of the prisons in the state hold
inmates

classified

somewhere

between

minimum security (level-1) and maximum
security (level-4). Pelican Bay will hold

inmates that would qualify as level-5 in the
Security Housing Unit, or SHU.
The SHU unit (pronounced “shoe”) is
designed for inmates who are considered a
threat to other prisoners or guards, or who

are in protective custody and would be
threatened if held in the general population
housing area. Inmates are housed one to a
cell and never have contact with other
inmates.

ASHuU inmate also has very little contact
with guards.
The doors to his cell and the exercise
yard are controlled remotely by a guard in
a glass booth.
The exercise yards are bare concrete
rooms measuring 10 by 15 feet. There isn’t
much to do there but walk in circles. Pelican Bay has 132 separate exercise yards for
the 1,056 SHU inmates.
“The SHU exercise yards aren’
t designed
to be fun,” Lieutenant Mike Leovich said.

Kelth Alan Estabrook Jr.

Atechnician makes final checks In the Security Housing Unit control room
in preparation for the opening of Pelican Bay State Prison Friday.
“They are designed to be humane, but not
fun.”
If an inmate must be moved from his cell
block, to go to the infirmary or law library
for example, he is handcuffed and escorted
by two guards. Meals are eaten in his cell.
“It doesn’t matter what you do out on the
streets. You could murder a million people
if that’s possible and notend up in the SHU
unit,” Lieutenant Harlan Watkins said. “You
come in (to prison) as a general population

inmate and receive the benefit of the doubt,
but if you start assaulting people or making
weapons, you'll end up there.”
Watkins said an inmate’s prison assignment is determined by a point system. The
total number of points determines whether
a prisoner ends up with a level 1,2,3 or 4
classification. It is an inmate’s behavior
from that point, and additional points gathered while in custody, that determine
whether
or not an inmate is placed ina SHU
unit.
“It’s not an arbitrary thing. The inmate
gets a disciplinary hearing, and if he is sent
to the SHU unit it is for a set amount of
time,” Watkins said.
Gang members, however, can be placed
there for an indefinite period of time. All it
takes to end up there is the word of three
sources that someone is a gang member and
he can end up with a SHU commitment.
Gang members, Watkins said, are not tolerated, and getting out isn’t easy.
“For a gang member to get out of the

to show considerable strain.
In 1979, the prison population in California stood at 20,000 inmates, housed
in 12 correctional facilities. By 1989
that number had jumped to 85,000, an
increase of 425 percent. If Department
of Corrections predictions
are accurate,
the prison population will jump to
136,000 inmates by 1994, according to
Judith McGillivray, the chief of govemment and community relations for
the DOC.
Because of the growing inmate population and crowding problems, the state
built 10 new prisons between 1980 and
1989, and there are four more under
construction.
Pelican Bay is like a self-contained
little city. In fact, once the prison is at
overload capacity, the number of inmates and guards will be larger than the
current population of Crescent City.
The prison has its own fire department, armory, 24-bed infirmary and
S.W.A.T. team, or CERT, for Corrections Emergency Response Team.
The inmate population is broken down
into three categories, determined by a
point system. The level-1 inmates are
the lowest risk and will be housed in an
open-dormitory situation. Dienes said
they will fill the role of typists, plumbPlease see Prison next page

SHU unit, he has to spill his guts about
everything he knows. Then he has to take a
polygraph test. If he checks out on that, and
against what we know — and he doesn’t
know what we know — then he can go back
to the general population unit,” Watkins
said,
:
When asked if that wouldn’t be dangerous for an inmate to fink on his “homeboys,” Watkins said that wasn’t a problem.
“That design down in Corcoran (Calif.)
broke the gangs’ backs. We had more people
trying to get out of the gangs than anything
else and the violence level dropped. It
works.”
Tom Hopper, the community resources
manager at Pelican Bay, agreed.
“I think
that guy in there, his first priority

is to do whatever he’s supposed to do to get
the hell out of there and get back over with
the human beings.”
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ers and community work crews.
Anot
part he
of the r
prison houses the
level-4 inmates. The 1,024 maximum security prisoners are considered high-risk and
are closely monitored.
They will live in blocks of 20 cells and
will be doubled-up in their cells. The accommodations are sparse, with two beds, a
writing table and a toilet. There is no privacy — every cell can be seen from the
guard’s control booth and guards also walk
the floor.
Unli
the stere
otypical prisoner depicted
ke
in the movies who spends his time in the
“yard” lifting weights all day, inmates at
Pelican Bay are expected to be involved in
some kind of productive activity. In fact, it
is a requirement if they want to use the
general population exercise yard, which is
set up for basketball and baseball.
Inmates also have access to an indoor
gym and a hobby shop.
Hopper said the amount of time an inmate can spend in the recreational facilities
depends on his amount of free time, taking
into account prison jobs or classwork.
“If they don’t
have a job or attend classes,
they can’t use the yard. They have to exercise in a small private yard next to the
control room,” Hopper said. “Using the
general population yard is a privilege that is
earned.”
Aninmate housed in the security housing
unit (SHU) will never get to use the general
population yard. SHU (pronounced “shoe”)
SSS
TR

ET

Instant
Passport
Photos

GREE

The only time a SHU inmate is out of his cell is to take a
shower, use the exercise yard, go to the law library or see
a visitor,’

Al Dienes
Pelican Bay public information officer

inmates are considered too dangerous to be
allowed contact with other inmates or staff
members and are housed by themselves.
Dienes said they will be locked in their cells
for up to 22 hours a day.
They get their own exercise yards, barren

concrete enclosures measuring 10 feet by
15 feet. Dienes said a SHU inmate in one of
the exercise yards “might get a handball to
exercise with, if he’s lucky.”
“The only time a SHU inmate is out of his
cell is to take a shower, use the exercise

yard, go to the law library or see a visitor, ”
Dienes said.
While SHU inmates must conduct their
visits by telephone
and can only see visitors
through a glass wall, level-1 and level-4
prisoners can eam the privilege of a one-tothree-day visit with family members in one
of the two-bedroom apartments located on
the prison grounds. The prison provides the
food, which can be cooked in the apartment. There are four apartments for the
1,024 level-4 residents and one apartment
for the 200 level-1 inmates.
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Now all you have
to worry about are
midterms and finals.
We dont believe academic pressure should be complicated by financial

pressure. Thats why BofA has been offering student loans for more
than 25 years. To find out if you qualify for one, just make an

appointment with your school’s Financial Aid Administrator. Then pick
up an appl -ation at the financial aid office on campus or at your nearest

Bank of America branch. Or send in a
card from one of our posters on campus
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promotes newLa
)
ment
(the exiles program),” Johnson

> : at
telus building will be used
for studio ‘Space for weavers using 40- inch

said.

Johnson advises students to write and petition the art department, and the dean of
- the visual and performing arts.
He said there is a lot of community
‘interest in the program.
_ Artsenior Annie Reich's interest in the

textiles program started in the spring of
1988 when the textiles emphasis in the
mainder of the looms are in ‘the : home economics department was disin

yf the science building. -

~

<solved.

department is unanimously in The Fiber Arts Society, an HSU club,

promotes the continuation of weaving
the textiles program. The decifiber arts. Reich is a member of the
and
ds
now up
and of the Humboldt Handweavers
club
pal and Performing Arts Robert Ever- _
“He cule decide he’s not gonna do — and Spinners Guild, which is affiliated
with the society.
There were 20 ieembers of the Fiber

Arts Society last semester and there are
partment could have one of : -10members this semester. Last year, they

! fcc come up with the space,

_jointoperation between the fiber

arts coop-

a a and the “~ .
and faculty allocations,” he said. _ erative of the North Coast area
_ ‘There are no resources for the: program

department, _

alive programs between the
“community and the university,” Johnson
” “Student pressure will make or break this

Currents

- sponsored lectures and slide show pres-

entations such as Weavers Almanacs of

the Ancient Maya and the textiles show in
Please see Textiles page 17
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Drum expert to ‘steel’ the show
by Jon Quittner
Staff writer

Steel drum expert Clifford Alexis and the
largest steel band ever seen in Humboldt
County will be featured in a free concert
with the HSU Percussion Ensemble and
Calypso Band. The concert is Saturday at 8
p.m. in HSU’s Fulkerson Recital Hall.
One of only a handful of qualified steel
drum experts in the country, Alexis comes
to HSU as the result of a friendship with
music faculty member and percussion ensemble director Eugene Novotney.
“He is the person who got me involved
and interested in steel drums,” Novotney
said.
“There are only a few men alive who
really have the skill to build these instruments. Cliff is one of the two or three men
in this country who have this skill.”
Bom and raised on the island of Trinidad,
Alexis is a native of the country which saw
the origin of the steel drum.
He played in the Trinidad National AllStar Steel Band and eventually moved to
the United States.
Novotney was a graduate student at the
University of Illinois when he met Alexis,
who was building steel drums for the school.
“I was fascinated by the man,” Novotney
said.
“His dedication is something that is
uncompromising — steel drums are the
main thing in his life. It takes priority over
everything. He is an instrument builder, a
tuner, a composer and arranger andaplayer.
He is like a one-man show.”

Steel drums, which are built from 55gallon oil drums, are like the xylophone and
marimba in being a melodic percussive
instrument. Unlike the xylophone and
marimba, said Novotney, it is “a completely new instrument. It stands as the only
new acoustic instrument invented in the

20th century.”
Steel drums were developed in the early
part of the century while Trinidad was a
colony of Great Britain.
Around the turn of the century, the British outlawed drumming, fearing the blacks
and the Indian natives would send signals

‘Bringing him here is the best
thing | can do to show
people the origin of this instrument, because theyre
looking at a walking history
book. ’

to each other to overthrow the government.

The natives then developed a new technique called “tambu bamboo,” which consisted of bamboo sticks shaved to different
lengths being beaten against the ground.
This, however, turned violent when some
bands sharpened the sticks to points and

used them as weapons — and the British
outlawed tambu bamboo.
At an obvious loss for percussion, the

natives just kept finding new things to beat
on.
“The first bands that developed were
(made up of) pots, pans and garbage cans,
and people just banging on things,” Novotney said. “This was the genesis of the steel
drum.”
Soon, people began to beat biscuit tins

(metal containers used to hold biscuits and
other food products), and eventually realized “if you beat on them in a certain way,
you get a high pitch here and a low pitch
there,” Novotney said.
People began looking for bigger and
bigger cans to build drums from, and the

waste products of Trinidad’s prominent oil

Eugene Novotney
percussion

ensemble director

industry became anew musical instrument.

were banging on pots and pans — and he’s

Steel drums soon became a dominant
instrument in the Caribbean, and Novotney
says steel drum music is still evolving.
“When I got involved with steel drums,
they didn’t sound like they do now. The
whole state of the art is still evolving and
that’s one of the things I love about it. I’m
involved in something that is still happen-

still here now.”
Alexis is now a faculty member at the
University of Northern IIlinois. This will be
his second performance at HSU; his first
performance was during the 1987-88 school
year.

ing. I like that a lot.”
Alexis’ visit, Novotney said, is an oppor-

tunity for people to witness history in
motion.
“Bringing him here is the best thing I can
do to show people the origin of this instrument, because theyre looking at a walking
history book,” he said.
“He was there when the first instruments
were being built. He was there when people

The concert will be more oriented toward

drumming styles from around the world
than most shows the Percussion Ensemble

performs.
Novotney said the first half will consist
of percussion music and the second half
will be the steel band’s performance.
The first half will include Michael Udow’s
“Music From Cross-Cultures,” which incorporates vocal techniques
and parts which
are played on the human body, and “Take
That,” a samba presentation.
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Wyoming’s silence is poetry to Galvin
fine arts degree from the University of

by Hassanah Nelson
Staff writer

Iowa.

Space, silence, solitude — these are the
words James Galvin, poet and former HSU
instructor, uses to describe the special
qualities of Wyoming where he was born
and where he lives part of the year.
“One doesn’t find that elsewhere. I got
addicted to that space — having lots of
silence and not having too many people
around,” Galvin said in a telephone interview from the University of lowa where he
teaches with his wife, poet Jorie Graham.

“Tt is kind of unusual in the part of country I come from for a male person to be
encouraged to have any kind of artistic
impulses or ambitions. I didn’t until I went
away to college,” Galvin said.
Galvin has received numerous grants and
awards, including two National Endow-

It is kind of unusual in the

part of country | come from
for a male person to be encouraged to have any kind
of artistic impulses or ambitions.’

ment for the Arts grants, an Ingram-Merrill

“You get so used toit, you don’t feel right

without it anymore,” he said.
Galvin will appear on campus tomorrow
to give a reading of his poetry at 8:15 p.m.
in Room 135 of Science Hall B. He willalso
conduct an informal, hour-long discussion
at 3 p.m. in Goodwin Forum in Nelson Hall
East.
“His poetry is strongly grounded in the

James

Galvin
poet

published by Copper Canyon Press. He
teaches at the University of lowa Writers’

landscape he calls home and shows the

Workshop one semester a year and lives in

deep connection he feels between humans
and the earth. We’re very pleased James
Galvin is able to return to the North Coast
for this visit,” Judith Minty, HSU creative
writing professor and coordinator of the
Visiting Writers Series, said.
Galvin, who taught creative writing and
literature classes at HSU from 1980 to
1982, is the author of three volumes of
poetry: “Imaginary Timber,” “God’s Mistress” and “Elements,” his most recent book

a remote area of Wyoming the rest of the
time.
“God's Mistress,” his second book, was

a winner in the Open Competition of the
National Poetry Series.
“I had my second manuscript finished
and I didn’t have a book publisher for it. I
knew it was about time to be thinking about
it. I talked to a friend one day on the
telephone and asked him if he wanted to go
out and have a beer. He said he couldn’t,
~

SP

on the plaza,
Arcata

that he had to photocopy his manuscript
and send it to the National Poetry Series. I
didn’t know what it was.
“He explained a little bit about the competition: if you win, you get your book
published. I spent that afternoon photocopying my manuscript too. It was the last
day before the deadline to send it in. I was
lucky,” Galvin said.
Galvin was raised in northem Colorado
from the age of 2 until he left for college at
18.
He received a bachelor’s degree from
Antioch College in Ohio and a master of

One-act plays

Sexuality is explored

by Brian Pado
Staff writer

Let’s talk about sex.
“Tonight! Live Sex Show” is not a play
about a seedy red-light district strip club.

Rather, it is a frank, introspective — sometimes humorous, sometimes offensive —

look at today’s attitudes about sexuality.
The next offering of the theater arts

Thursday Nite
Nov. 30

Special

7 p.m.-midnite

Cosr's Extra Gold
$1 bottle

Kathy’s
OM gore

nlaeptere

When quality counts,
All your

call

Kathy.

typing needs
at fair competitive prices.
Call 822-0758,

anytime.

CHEERS
No one under 21 allowed.

Foundation grant and a Guggenheim Fellowship.
He said the grants have given him some
freedom to get away from teaching to develop his work.
“Fiction writers can conceivably support
themselves from their writing and become
wealthy from it, but in poetry, that’s not a
possibility, so the grants are pretty much a
necessity,” he said.
In “Elements,” as in his other two books,
“A lot of the figures that appear in my
poems do appear relative to other people
and other ways of life, grounded to the earth
or attached to the earth.
“Also, I’m concerned with a sense of
exile from the earth that humans feel. The
reasons why they feel that are not as interesting as the fact that they feel that way. It’s
notnatural for human beings to feel natural.
I think it’s because of self-consciousness,”
he said.
The reading is sponsored by the Visiting
Writers Series of HSU’s English department and Guest Artists and Artists in Residency lottery funds.

No job too small or too large.

department’s student one-act play series,
“Tonight! Live Sex Show” is an ensemble
piece directed by David Satlin, a theater
arts graduate teaching assistant. It runs in
Gist Hall Theater Dec. 7-9. ~
Although Satlin wrote the script, the play
was Created by the entire cast.
“There may never be a script in the traditional sense,” Satlin said.
“We give ourselves points to hit on, but
in between those points we can improvise a
little,” Brent Beavers, theater arts junior
and cast member, said.
Satlin said improvisation was intended
as a key element from the beginning.
“T was looking for intelligent, fast-thinking, Creative and secure people when I cast
this play,” Satlin said.
All 12 people involved in the production,
including Satlin, have contributed in forming the play’s structure and content. Part of
the contribution occurred during rehearsals
when the crew compared personal experiences. Satlin used the experiences as building blocks for the play.
As the script evolved the crew agreed
that anything offered up by a cast member
was to be held in strict confidence.
“It allows for more than one viewpoint,”
Satlin said. “The play is more honest that
way.”
“Youcan’ treally take a topic like sex and
boil it down to one person’s perspective,
Present it to a large audience, and expect
them to understand it or relate to it,” said
undeclared freshman Jessica Ackerman,
Please see Play next page
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Live radio offers ’20s ambiance
their gangster boyfriends. Peace was re-

solved as the boyfriends pulled them apart

by Hassanah Nelson

and led them off in different directions.

Staff writer

The Hall Street Honkers also provided the

It was 1927 last Sunday night.
Atleast it was for about 150 people in the
audience and a cast of 30.

For the second KHSU-Dell’
Arte
live radio broadcast, “Corruption,”
cops, reporters, bootleggers and
politicians suspense drama, people

benefit
a 1927
corrupt
turned

out in style. Both cast and audience wore

flapper-era costumes.
At7:30 p.m., a mysterious nearby speakeasy opened exclusively for inquiring ticket

holders. Or, if individuals wanted to stay
dry, there was free popcom and juice avail-

able on the premises at the Eureka Masonic
Lodge atop McMahan’s Furniture Store.
The Hall Street Honkers, a local Dixieland jazz band, performed music from the
1920s and 1930s before the broadcast began as people filtered in from the street
below. A staged cat fight briefly erupted in
the back. Two women traded pushes, hair

pulls and rolled on the floor in a tiff over

mood music for the production.
Ten minutes before the broadcast, a gun
went off, startling patrons and cast alike.

But it was only a starter gun with blanks
and one of the sound effects by the Live
Sound Effects Orchestra.
“We just have people go ‘thud’ after we
hit them with the shots,” retired HSU business professor Tom Wattle, the sound effects member who fired the gun, said.
One sound gadget was composed of

several old shoes hung from heavy mesh
on a wooden hoop.

sound
turned
ing a
sound

of car wheels. A socket wrench was
for handcuffs clicking shut. Poundfist into a baseball glove made the
of punches being thrown.

Three fake doors, an old typewriter and
an entry bell were used. A sheet of glass
protected by light mesh in a cardboard box
created the sound of breaking glass. A

folding chair provided the sound of aswinging police door.
The show started at 9 p.m. and ended an

hour later. The action all took place in a
mythical police station. Everyone, except
perhaps the cub reporter at first, was corrupt to the hilt. They were all on the take.

Except for detective Sgt. O’Connor and
Captain O’Casey who had Irish accents, all

eContinued from page 15
the Kate Buchanan room.
Advanced weavers are determined to
have the class. Reich has organized 13
people to pay the rent for the warehouse
the class. Reich feels there is sufficient
interest in the class.
Carolyn Young-Jones, president of the
Fiber Arts Society, spearheaded the idea
and is the brains behind the organization,

members

often break the imaginary

“fourth wall” between themselves and

Reich said. Young-Jones worked very

the audience to give brief asides.

“Sexual roles and rules are changing,”
Satlin said. “People today don’t know
how to act or react in relationships.”
Changing sex roles, relationships, diseases and the AIDS scare are issues explored in the play.
“More than anything else, the play asks
questions,” Satlin said.
The play shows in two parts and includes acouple of musical numbers. Cast

brother of mobster Vince Torette, was in on
it somewhere with that streetsmart singer
with class, Aileen Nelson, who would and

wouldn’t talk.
No one owned up to having written the
play. Maybe they were all in on it.
One cast representive who refused to be
identified said George or Georgina Spel vin
did it, but then confessed those names are
often used “for whenever you don’t want to

say who made it up.”
After the hour-long broadcast, the Hall
Street Honkers played at a dance at the
Masonic Hall.

Textiles

Play
another cast member.

was stolen, someone was shot. Jack, punk

“We raided Imelda Marcos’s closet. It’s
made to create the sound of many people
walking,” Wesley Chesbro, sound effects
member and a Humboldt County supervisor, said.
Taped rows of balloons on two strips of
raised cardboard were popped with an ice
pick to simulate the sound of a machine
gun. A toy truck’s wheels were used for the

if the art department declines to sponsor

Continued from previous page

had heavy Brooklyn accents.
Action was fast and furious. A limousine

The

first sketch

breaks the imaginary wall wide open as
a Donahue-like

hard to bring fiber arts back to HSU. She

after intermission

talk show

host runs

drafted the proposal and suggested people
write Mitsanas and Everding. “If people
want something they can find creative
solutions,” Reich said.
Reich said that weaving is a special
body of knowledge. “Native American
basketry is an important art form culturally and historically. It would be a shame
to lose it. It would be unfortunate to lose
it,” Reich said.
Reich said, ‘““We’re at a point where action can be taken. The program needs
input from students. The space is available. (Everding) needs to make a decision.”

(

through the audience prompting reactions from those in the theater.

Tickets for “Tonight! Live Sex Show”
may be purchased at the University Ticket
Office located in Nelson Hall East. Tickets are $2 for general admission and $1
for students.

SAFEWAY.
Are you having problems
after an abortion?

Lucerne
1/2-gallon ice cream
Choose

1-800-634-2224
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Swim team impressive at Far West relays
by Dennis Perez
Stalt writer
The splashing success of HSU’s women’s swim team
has coach Sue Rodearme! smiling at the future.

A third-place finish behind UC Davis and Chico State
University was highlighted by four new school records at
the Far Western Relays at UC Davis on Nov. 18.
The records broken were:

* 200-meter backstroke relay — junior Rachel Vigil,
freshman Michelle Floyd, freshman Susan Pettit and senior Kristi Allhands, 2 minutes, 2.5 seconds, old record
2:12.97;
¢ 400-meter freestyle relay — junior Melissa Benson,
junior Jodi Henderson, Pettit, junior Kari Irvin, 3:49.9

(3:52.66);
¢ 200-meter breaststroke relay —

Henderson, junior

Laura Cohen, sophomore Brady Wells, freshman Sarah

McKereghan, 2:22.1 (2:23.77);
¢ 300-meter breaststroke relay — Henderson, Benson,
McKereghan, 3:47.4 (3:48.91).

Rodearmel said, “We have a great team that is very much
improved from last year.”
The team, led by sprinter Irvin and middle-to-longdistance swimmer

Benson, has a combination of eight

veterans and seven recruits which will increase the team’s
visibility at the Northem California Athletic Conference

championship in February.
Rodearmel said the team will be “very competitive.
“T think we sent a message to the rest of the conference
with our third-place finish at the relays,” she said.
Co-captain and lone senior Allhands said, ‘The team is
new and improved. Everything is clicking for us this year.
“We have other coaches talking about us,” Allhands
said. “Though Davis and Chico have been powerhouses for
along time, I think we are going to scare the pants off many

of them.”
Rodearmel agrees with her.

Brian Paso

Junior Kari Irvin practices the butterfly for the swim team’s first dual meet

of the season at home

against Chico Saturday at 11 a.m.
“Though we won’
t be able to compete with powerhouses

weightroom,” Rodearmel said. “They are a dedicated team

like Davis and Chico, the other conference teams know

that has collectively decided they will all qualify for
conference.”
Rodearmel described Allhands and co-captain Christine

they won’t be able to run over us,” Rodearmel said.
She said it is very conceivable the team could place third
at the NCAC championships.
Last year the team qualified eight swimmers for the
NCAC meet, but with “hard-work and dedication,”
Rodearmel said the team has the potential to qualify all
fifteen swimmers.

“The team is putting in mileage and working hard in the

Thoorsell as the backbone of the team.
“They take good care of us. The little extra time and
energy these two putin meansa lotto the team,” Rodearme]
said.
The team will have its first home meet Saturday against
Chico State at 11 a.m.

Harper: Shrine bowl bound
Senior linebacker is first Lumberjack representative ever invited
by David Gallagher
Sports editor

Senior linebacker Dave Harper will now
have a chance to show his stuff in front of
the lights, cameras and professional scouts.
It was announced yesterday he has been
selected for the 65th annual Shrine EastWest Classic at Stanford University on
January 21.
This is the first time an HSU player has
been selected for the classic, which features

the best college football players in the na-

tion, as a fund-raiser for the crippled and
burned children of the 22 Shriner hospitals.
“I’m very happy for Dave. He’s a very

“There will be pro scouts scouring the
place, especially during the week-long
practice. It takes a pretty good athlete to get
into this bowl game,” Defensive Coordinator Ron Flowers said.
Harper, who could not be reached for
comment, has a school record of 125 tackles. He has caught the eye of scouts from the
Dallas Cowboys, L.A. Raiders, L.A. Rams,
Pittsburgh Steelers, San Francisco 49ers

and New York Giants.
“Dave’s attracted the attention of pro
scouts because he is very fast and instinctively knows where the ball is,” Dolby said.
“I know he will be drafted, and I have no
doubts about his athletic skills. At the worst
he will be on a developmental squad.”
According to Flowers, Harper is worried
about his weight — 220 pounds. Although
this is traditionally light for a linebacker,
SR

T,
a
a
ae

SOT,

‘There will be pro scouts scouring the place, especially
during the week-long practice. It takes a pretty good

athlete to get into this bowl game. ’

talented player who hasan excellentchance

of playing professional ball if he stays
healthy,” HSU Head Football Coach Mike
Dolby said.

The classic has evolved into a showcase
game for pro scouts to get one more look at

players before the NFL draft in April.

Ron

Flowers

HSU defensive coordinator

Flowers said pro teams are changing their

minds about focusing on size.
“The trend for pro teams recently is to get
away from the slow, fat linebackers for
faster players who can grasp the team’s
system quickly,” Flowers said.
Harper was an inside linebacker for HSU
this year to prevent other teams from running on the other side of the field. However,
Dolby said he will probably play outside
linebacker at the classic.
“Harper is so fast that he can get to either
side of the field to make the tackle. At the
outside linebacker position, teams would

run on the side Harper wasn’t on,” Flowers
said.
The exposure is important for Harper
because he is on combined scouting reports
which are compiled by scouts not affiliated
with any team.
Teams narrow these reports down and
conduct their own reports on players they
are interested in, Dolby said. This will give
Harper the opportunity to impress scouts
who haven’t seen him yet.
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UC Davis lost to Angelo State 28-23 (Division II playoffs)

Results from two weeks ago

HSU lost to Chico 3-1; lost to SF State 3-1

Chico beat HSU 3-1
UC Davis beat Sonoma 3-0; lost to St. Mary’’s 3-0
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Basketball notes
Men’s basketball — At the Chapman Tournament last weekend, the Lumberjacks lost

the first game to the eventual tournament champion Fresno Pacific, 49-42. The team came

back in the consolation game and crushed Dominican College, 82-47.

Monday night in Utah, the Jacks were humbled by the Utes 85-47. Alan Erikson led the
:
|
t cam wi ith 14 points.
points. HSU isis 3-2 thisS! season ;
The team returns home this weekend to play UC Santa Cruz. HSU is 4-0 against the

Banana Slugs. The teams last played in the 1981-82 season which HSU won, 87-38.
In an NCAC preseason poll of the coaches, HSU was picked to finish second in league
behind UC Davis. Last year’s champion, CSU Stanislaus, is picked to finish third.
Stanislaus has only two returning starters.
Women’s basketball — The team leaves today fora five-game road trip beginning with
the Chico Tournament. Hoping to improve on its 3-1 pre-season record, the team will play
Chapman College on Thursday, Chico on Friday and Southern Oregon on Saturday.
Chapman will prove to be a tough contest. Despite a 2-2 record, Chapman’s only losses

have come against Division I Pepperdine and the Australian national team. They beat
NCAC opponent Hayward who was picked to finish third in conference behind Stanislaus
and Davis in a coach’s preseason poll. HSU was picked to finish fourth in conference.

Wrestling notes
To warm up for the Seventh Annual Las Vegas Collegiate Wrestling Invitational on
Friday, the undefeated Lumberjacks head to Las Vegas Thursday to face Fort Lewis
College and defending Division II national champion Portland State.
The Lumberjacks tied Portland State 19-19 last season, and will face a tough team that

returns five individual champions. Fort Lewis was a 30-13 victim last year.
In the Las Vegas tournament, the ’Jacks will be part of a 50-team line-up that includes
Division I powerhouses Iowa, Oklahoma and Oklahoma State. HSU’s hopes for a good
showing rest on the shoulders of sophomore heavyweight Luke Parham and senior Mike
Puzz.

737 G Street
822-2911

Placing in the top eight in the tournament could mean a national ranking.

Swimming notes
The women’s swim team returns home after its third place finish in the Far West Relays
(see story for details) to face NCAC power Chico State Saturday.
Chico finished second in the conference last season and finished the year in the nation’s
top 20.
Coach Sue Rodearmel said the team will have their hands full but will have a good
showing against Chico.
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with faith, ability
a good example for the other guys to follow

by Kenneth
C. Cooper

by being successful,” said the Santa Bar-

Staff writer

bara native.
“Anthony is the team captain from being
a leader by example,” Check said.
The three-year letterman thinks this year’s
team is looking good and has high hopes for

Anthony Califano uses his Christian faith
in the unfriendly confines of a wrestling
mat to make him a stronger competitor.
Califano injured his shoulder last season
and attributed his strong comeback to his
Christian faith. He won his next meet, in the
177-weight class at the Division II West
Regionals.

the team.

tuners, fine JC transfers and a good crop of
freshmen, and I expect as the season goes

along we should get better and better,” said
Califano.
“We are a step ahead of the other schools
because we started practice earlier and are

the need to win.
“To keep within my Christian faith takes
the pressure off me,” the senior psychology
major said. “I just go out and try my best
and don’t worry if I lose, because Christianity is my priority.”
Improved spiritually, Califano also imphysically

by bulking

is a Christian wrestling club based in Colorado Springs, Colo.
After wrestling Califano plans to return

up with

to HSU graduate school to earn a master’s
degree. He plans to be a high school counselor and coach wrestling.

“Anthony isa solid 177 (pound) wrestler,

Thursday the Jacks will be in Las Vegas
competing against
Colo., and Portland
national champions.
the team will compete

well.
“For me to do well in the 190-weight

class it takes good conditioning, endurance

Fort Lewis College,
State, the Division II
Friday and Saturday
in the Seventh Annual

Las Vegas Collegiate Wrestling Invitational

and explosiveness. I like to think that ex‘plosiveness combines quickness, strength
and power, all at the same time,” said the

22-year-old. “I like to wrestle on my feet
and not on the mat. Being on my feet is my
strongest point and it helps'my strategy of
attacking the legs.”
Califano is 1-1 this season against opponents from U.C. Davis and Chico State
respectively.
“The guys in the 190-pound class are
stronger than me, but I placed third in the
Lumberjack Tournament that was held back
on Nov. 17.”
This season Califano has the added responsibility of being the team captain of the
24-member squad.
“Being captain is a lot of responsibility
and Coach Cheek expects a lot from me. I
set the pace on the workouts, and mainly set

at the Showboat Hotel.
Cheek and Califano hope the team will
gain some valuable experience against some
of the best wrestlers in the nation from
nationally ranked Division I schools in-

cluding Iowa, Oklahoma and Oklahoma
State.
“Vegas will be an education for us,” said
Cheek. “It’sa big meet for any wrestler who

wants to be a national champion or Division I participant. Seven of the top 10 teams
in the country were there last year, and the
tournament is bigger this ycar.”

“We will be hitting Division I teams, so
it will provide some excellent experience
for us,” said Califano. “With the best
in the nation there, all youcan do is try
well. If you win some matches at this
nament, that’s good. It is important

valuable mat time for all of us.”

NAVY OFFICERS
On Campus
December 5, 1989 from 1 - 4 p.m.
Interviewing for positions in:
2 OF Lita wre
ARUP ElT

«Medical Fields

Contact your Career Development Center
to schedule an interview.
For more information, call collect: (415) 452-2900
You are Tomorrow.
You are the Navy.
eee

1st-seeded teams
for tournament:

After graduation Califano plans to join

but he is making the sacrifice by moving up
the one weight class for the benefit of the
team,” said Coach Frank Check. “He can
make the transition easily and he will do

‘ae

BEERS.-

the Athletes in Action wrestling team, which

190-pound class.

aks

OF

Intramurals

conditioned well because of it,” he said.

weights over the summer to move up to the

IST

KING

we look solid. We have good veteran re-

Since then Califano places his faith over

proved

Budweiser.

“T think we can win conference because

guys
todo
tourand

Softball:

Monday: Creeping Death

Tuesday: Schmidt Face
Wednesday: Blow Monkeys
Thursday: Black Sox
Friday: Mystic Squids
Sunday: Bits o’ Critter

Basketball:
“A” — Mad River

“B” —

ti «

Magic Show

“6 Foot & Under” — Black Sox

Soccer:
“A” — Los Muchachos
“B” — Couch Potatoes

Volleyball:
“AA” — Moonstone Beach

“A” — Company Store
“B” — Diggers
Indoor Lacrosse:

Lusus Naturae

Flag Football:

Flab

Forfeit fees can be picked up
at the Intramural Office

until Friday, December 8 at 5 p.m.
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made player. He
self-s
‘Hae'

by Louis Lopez
Staff writer

doesn’t have alot of natural
talent in that he’s not the
tallest, not the fastest. Hes

In basketball, where the flashy scoring
machines grab mostof the attention, HSU’s
Jack Bainbridge is content to pass the ball
rather than take the shot himself.
“I get more satisfaction setting up easy

consistent.

and

doesnt

make mistakes.
Tom

Wood

HSU basketball coach

until I came to HSU.”

Wood is pleased with the progress the

junior has shown.

According

to Wood,

Bainbridge is constantly improving. He
was honorably mentioned on the All-NCAC

consistent. He works hard in practice and

team.

doesn’t make mistakes.”
Bainbridge said his style of play is differ-

“He’s the best practice player,” Wood
said. “He understands the program and
realizes the hard work that it takes to play

ent from when he was at South Fork High in
Miranda. As a prep, he said he was a selfish
scorer with few ball handling skills. He has

this game.
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“Right now I want to play hard. I want to
be someone that will set the example —
someone that the team will look to that will
encourage them to play at the potential they
are capable of.”
In Monday’s game against University of
Utah, a Division I school, HSU had 19
turnovers and 39 percent shooting en route
to a 85-47 loss to the Utes. HSU’s record
fell to 3-2.
The Lumberjacks play UC Santa Cruz at
home on Saturday.

in one piece for the holidays:

Get home

24 Hours A Day 7 Days A Week
(707) 826-2020

State
HSU junior Jack Bainbridge, right, defends against a Sacramento
Red
opponent last season. Bainbridge averaged 6 points a game during the
Lion Tourney Nov. 17-18.

“He doesn’t allow himself to be distracted in practice. His concentration is
great, and because of that he never makes
Stan Twitchell, junior forward from Red
mistakes.”
Bluff, Calif., agrees with Wood’s observaas
himself
Bainbridge has established
tion.
one of the team leaders. Wood said Bainbr“He’s a leader-type player because he
idge is a leader by example.
can handle the competition. He’s a good
ball player because he’s unselfish, and he
always looks up court to make the easy
basket. He’s also probably one of the best
shooters on the team, but he gets more
satisfaction from getting an assist.”
Bainbridge realizes the position he is in,
and the responsibility that goes with it.

Wood’s

guidance.
“Before, I used to just score,” Bainbridge
said. “At South Fork, I shared the position
of point guard and shooting guard in a runand-gun type of offense. I never really
understood the position of the point guard

686 F Street, Arcata, CA

File photo

ay

a team player through

He works hard

in practice

baskets and helping the team win than if I
scored 20 points and the team lost,” the
physical education major said.
The junior led the team in assists last
season with 91. According to Coach Tom
Wood, Bainbridge fits well in a program
that is described by the coach as “blue
collar.”
‘“He’s a self-made player,” Wood said.
“He doesn’t have a lot of natural talent in
that he’s not the tallest, not the fastest. He’s

become

offense

HSU

player runs

Unselfish
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Opinion

Wall Street v. redwoods

Save Headwaters Forest
While The Lumberjack realizes
the logging industry is a vital cog in
Humboldt County’s economic
machine, we deplore extensive clear
cutting by the Pacific Lumber Co.
In 1985, century-old PALCO was
purchased for nearly $1 billion in a
buyout by Houston-based Maxxam
Corp., a subsidiary of MCO Corp.
Both of these companies are
headed by Wall Street raider Charles Hurwitz. The circumstances of
this transaction have been the subject of an investigation by both
Congress and the Securities Exchange Commission in regard to
possible insider trading violations.

By observing PALCO’s present
logging practices it is clear the
company’s decisions are based
solely on short-term economics.
In order to pay off the debt incurred by the takeover, PALCO has
increased the rate of harvest in
Humboldt County.
Conservative
reports
show
Maxxam’s PALCO is cutting twice
as many trees as before the takeover.
And as PALCO’s debt payment

increases by more than 100 percent
annually, we can safely assume the
cutting will continue to increase.

Before Hurwitz took over, PALCO
practiced fairly ethical and selective
logging. Now, it seems PALCO is
cutting as much as possible with

little regard to the ecosystem.
A prime targetin this harvest is the
Headwaters Forest, five miles northeast of Fortuna. The area is home to
more than 100 water-oriented birds,

Paul Elias
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More than 500 acres of the 3,000
acre area are targeted for harvesting,

?

practically cutting a corridor down
the middle of the grove.
Such cutting would be a devasting
blow to the environment, as well as

a moral defeat for Humboldt county
conservationists.
Pacific coast redwood is among
the world’s most depleted rainforest
species. The preservation of the
Headwaters Forest would save the
most significantremaining redwood
supply in the area.
Waterfowl migration routes and
old growth habitat would be preserved and enhanced. Water and air
quality would be improved and fisheries maintained.
The Lumberjack advocates the
preservation of the Headwaters

Forest, and we urge students and
other members of the community to

voice their opinion on the matter.
The overall good in preserving the
Headwaters Forest outweighs any
immediate financial gratification.
Success in this undertaking is a
crucial step in the direction of North

Coast conservation.
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from readers

Letters
Students push for
organic food
You are what you eat.

HSU should have organic produce available for students on campus. Students for
Organic Eating (SOE) doesn’t think students shouldbe limited to eating vegetables
laced with pesticides. The chemicals used
in growing these foods not only harm the
environment, but are toxic to human life.
Many concerned students are coming
together in an effort to get organic produce
on campus. One proposal is to establish an
organic greenhouse on campus. This would
notonly help supply organic food but would
create a facility to provide new educational
opportunities for both students and staff.
SOE is working toward making organic
food on campus
a reality. If you feel that the
campus should provide students with this
option, we could use your help, comments
and ideas. Please contact SOE through the

Associated Students office.
Katherine Stauffer
junior, environmental education
Jeff Sharp
junior, environmental resource

Abortion compared
to eating disorders
With the recent cuts in governmentfunded family planning grants, I think we
need to evaluate the success or failure of
these programs in acheiving their goals.
The goal in sex education has always
been to reduce teen pregnancy. However,
the statistics show that teen pregnancy has
risen in direct proportion to the amount of

monies spent on sex education.
I’m afraid sex education is no more than
sex technique education, with the solution
for unwanted pregnancy being abortion.

Just as bulimia and anorexia have become the solution and bondage for those
who believe the lie of the fashion industry
that all people can be pencil slim, so has
abortion become the solution for a disposable-minded society that does not have the
courage to face consequences or find real
solutions.
Thomas Jefferson said “‘the careof human
life and not its destruction...is the legitimate object of good government.”
There is no doubt in my mind that if the
government and doctors of 1930s Germany
had stood for the right to life of every
human, the course of history could have
been altered and the holocaust minimized
or avoided.
I think the 1990s USA needs to remember and learn from history rather than repeat it.
Angela Burgess
Arcata

Student claims

UPD is ‘passive’
This is my second year at HSU and I am
getting to know how this school works. But
one thing I don’t understand is how so
much theft can go on without any action.
Yes, that’s right. For all of those students
who think this place is safe to leave your
valuables safely locked up in your own
vehicle in the Jolly Giant parking lot —
wake up!
It seems as though a group of thieves has
found that breaking into vehicles in the
(continued on next page)
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Edit
Letters
(continued from previous page)

Jolly Giant parking lot is really easy and has
great rewards. Slipping into the parking lot
during the early morning hours under cover
of darkness, these thieves hideously, permanently borrow your valuable car stereos,
speakers, tools and anything they can get

their hands on.
If this sounds famtoili
you, don’t
ar
worry,
you are not alone. This happened to one of
my good friends last year and to my girlfriend this year. Frankly, this makes me
sick to think that your own car is not safe in
a place that most of you call home nine
months of the year.
I think that UPD is much too passive on
this issue. They could do a lot more if they
wanted to, or perhaps if they were pressured to. I pay good money to live here, as
do most of you — why should we pay even
more? At my high school we had someone
watch our parking lot between periods to
make sure nothing was stolen. Hey, UPD
— this is not high school anymore!

Jon Oleyar
sophomore, wildlife

from readers

Students respond to pro-choice editorial
Abortion. The thing is, how can we talk
about women’s rights when there is obviously some doubt as to whether we should

consider that thing a human being?
I have yet to hear a serious discussion by
a pro-choice advocate that addresses what

has to be the first fundemental issue: is it
one of us?

The argument that it is part of the mother
biologically doesn’t stand up. This leaves
one line of rationale: it is not a complete
human, therefore its life is subject to the
control of the mother.
Admittedly, at the time of early abortions, physically they are pretty small.
Mentally, there might not even be a brain
wave. So nobody’s home — or is there? In
other words, is there no spiritual? And I
don’t care what kind of spirituality we are
talking about. If we believe there is such a
thing, it certainly has to be there from
conception.
Because if spirituality is a figment of our

imagination, then I don’t have much of a
problem with abortion. All we are talking

It is quite unfortunate when the people
who stand for the rights of the unborn are
treated with much less regard than the ones
who are concerned about animal rights.

about is a blob of protoplasm. However, if
we do think there is something else to us,

then abortion is killing someone before
they can say, “What about me?”

Boy is this society mixed up.
True, it is wrong to harass people. |
myself do not think that trying to force

So we are faced with a question. Do we
think we are nothing but a new and im-

someone to change their mind while they
enter the Planned Parenthood building is

proved something or other from billions of
years ago? Or do we think there is something else to us — anything else.

the strategy to take. Yes, we can civilly try

to talk to them. But violence is not on my
list of Christian virtues.
Let us not forget that we are letting the
ends justify the means. Women are more
concerned about their rights than the rights
of the child within them.
As much as we try to intellectualize this
issue — it is plain and simple murder.
“The wisdom of this world is foolishness
to God and the foolishness of God is wiser
than man’s wisdom” — the Bible.
Robin Siegel
senior, child development

Matthew Ross

senior, journalism

This letter is in response to the issue of
Nov. 15 which I feel was very derogatory in

nature to Christians.
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El Salvador, comparable in size to the state

A view from the stump
by Stacey Wilde
For several years now the United States
government has been waging an indirect
war on the people of El Salvador.
After nine years of congressional acqui-

of Delaware, is an impoverished country
where more than 40 percent of its people
are illiterate, 60 percent own no land and
thousands of children die from malnutrition and diarrhea.
Ronald Reagan claimed that U.S. military aid, to the tune of $1.5 million a day,
was paramount in keeping the communists out

escence and $3.4 billion in U.S. military aid

of Central America —

to the El Salvadoran government, more
than 70,000 Salvadorans have been murdered, tens of thousands tortured and “disappeared.”
All of this goes
on while American presidents
and policy-makers assure us that
El Salvador is
moving toward a
genuine democracy.
Why do our leaders continue to twist the
unpalatable truth? It is American dollars
that fund the bloodshed, American advisors that train the El Salvadoran soldiers,
American policy that allows dictatorships
to crush popular El Salvadoran uprisings
and American citizens who are left with
invisible blood dripping from their hands?
Jimmy Carter first asserted that El
Salvador’s civil strife presents a threat to
American national security — even though

even though the Soviet
Union has no permanent
military bases in the
Western hemisphere.

j@)

AL DEFECTIVE

In contrast, U.S. mili-

lems of the El Salvadoran people.
Let it be known that in El Salvador.

¢ Secretballots donotexistin thecountry’s
obligatory elections. National identity cards
must be stamped at the polls and ballots are

percent of the population, own and control
more than 60 percent of arable land and

commerce.
¢ Foreign correspondents in El Salvador

last week reported that U.S. military per-

dropped into transparent boxes under the

sonnel were actively engaged in combat.
Solutions to problems are not known to
lurk in loaded gun barrels. Ten years of
mounted with General Electric-manufacU.S.-sponsored war have brought death
and misery to El Salvador and a poor reAND THE WINNER IN
turn for America’s
investment of its tax
EL SALVATCR Is...
dollars. Instead of

watch of armed soldiers.
* American-made C-47 Huey helicopters

DEMOCRACY!
FAIR

fortifying existing
dictatorships and mi-

AND SQUARE...

tary installations abound

nority elites, our interests would be better served by helping
the
Salvadoran
people change the
conditions that bring

in Latin Americaand the
U.S. has launched sev-

eral armed invasions on
its southern neighbors.
President George
Bush contends that El
Salvador’s recentlyelected government is
truly democratic.
However, investigations into President
Cristiani’s ARENA
party reveal close ties
between right-wing death squads and
Christiani’s government.
The fallacious accusations and deplorable complacency steering U.S. foreign
policy in El Salvador ignore the root prob-

on rebellion.
The United States

government must
adopt an innovative
policy toward El Sal-

»

tured Gatling guns have been strafing Salvadoran Cities, townships and countrysides,
spewing 1,000 rounds per minute,
one bullet
per square foot.
¢ El Salvador’s richest families, two

| vador and accept that
PI
complex social and
economic problems
cannot be solved by military intervention.
Stacey Wilde is a journalism junior. She
lived in Nicaragua for a year and visited
several Central American countries.

—
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Calendar

Don't be shy! Get the word out in the
Calendar.
Bring weekly listings to The Lumberjack
in the basement of NHE by noon Friday

WEDNESDAY
Music

Music
Jambalaya: Blue Stew

meeting, 7 p.m, NR 101. At 7:30, in NR

101, another meeting for the U.S. Forest
Service, Oregon will be held.

Odds ‘n’ Ends

13th annual Children’s Christmas
Faire Extravaganza: Applications are
now being accepted for booth space for

the event Dec. 10. Call 822-9461 or 4436494.

SUNDAY

i+)

Music
Jambalaya: Jerry
Moors Band
Fulkerson Recital

Hall: Madrigal Choir, 8 p.m., $4 gen., $2
students/seniors.

HSU Music Department: Guest artist
lecture/workshop, Clifford Alexis, steel

drum soloist, 1-3 p.m., Rm. 131. Free.
Pacific Art Center: Christmas Chamber
Opera, “Once Upon a Royal Journey,” 2

ber
ChamUpon
s
a
m
Opera,
“Once
a
t
s
Chri
822-0828.
Call
p.m.
8
Royal Journey,”
Theater
Van Duzer: “Master Harold and the
Boys,” 8 p.m., $2.50 gen., $1 students,
seniors free.

Sports

MONDAY
Music

Baywood Country
Club: “Ye Olde
English Feast and
Madrigal Concert,” 6:30 p.m. Call 8223686 or 826-3928.
Lectures, Workshops & Meetings
Peace Corps: Returned volunteer Bob
Chapman will speak on: “Teaching
English in Nepal,” NHE 119, 3 p.m.
HSU Music Department: Madrigal
dinner. For time and cost call 826-3531.

Wrestling: HSU v. Ft. Lewis, 5 p.m.; v.
Portland St., 7 p.m., Las Vegas, Nev.

Lectures, Workshops & Meetings
Career Development Center: “How to
find a Summer Job During Christmas
Break,” NHE 119, noon. Also, “Natural

Resources and Environmental Sciences
Career Day,” KBR, 9-4 p.m.
HSU Marching Lumberjacks,

Redwood Bowl, 4-6 p.m., Call 826-1875.
Mathematics Everyperson
Colloquium: Physics professor Patrick
Tam will speak on: “Mathematics and
Mathematica,” 4:05 p.m., SA 467.
Background in calculus will be
presumed. Also, a pre-colloquium tea
will be held at 3:40 p.m., Library 56. Call
826-4950.
Peace Corps: Returned volunteer Doug

Moyer will speak on: “Reforestation
Projects in Guatemala,”
NHE 119, 2 p.m. Also Peace Corps

Women’s Basketball: at Chico
Tournament, Chico.
Wrestling: at Las Vegas Tourney, Las
Vegas, Nev., 10 a.m.

Lectures, Workshops & Meetings
Co-op: Bureau of Land Management
interviews, Oregon and Washington,
8:30-4:30. Call 826-4175.
Odds ‘n’ Ends
Tickets go on sale for the Baywood
Country Club’s “Ye Olde English Feast
and Madrigal Concert,” Monday and
Tuesday. Call 822-3686 or 826-3928
Humboldt Rainforest Action Group

Concert benefit: Donations of $5 will be
taken til 7 p.m. The concert will run from
2 p.m. to midnight in the Kate Buchanan
Room. Call 443-6173 or 677-3914 for
band information.
Midnight Movies: “Jules and Jim”
(1961), Arcata Theater, $2.

Humboldt

Brewery:
Wild Oats
Pacific Art Center: Christmas

Chamber Opera, “Once Upon a Royal
Journey,” 8 p.m. Call 822-0828.
Fulkerson Recital Hall: Guest artist

workshop/concert, music of the West
Indies, Clifford Alexis,steel drum soloist,

8 p.m., free. Lecture 11 a.m.-noon.
Theater
Van Duzer: “Master Harold and the

Boys,” 8 p.m., $2.50 gen., $1 students,
seniors free.

Sports
Men’s Basketball: v. UC Santa Cruz,
Arcata, 7:45 p.m.
Wrestling: at Las Vegas Tourney, Las
Vegas, Nev., 10 a.m.
Women’s Basketball: at Chico
Tournament, Chico.
Swim: v. CSU Chico,
Arcata, 11 a.m.

Odds ‘n’ Ends
Midnight Movies:
“Jules and Jim”
(1961), Arcata
Theater, $2.

‘

Potluck, meeting with returned
volunteers, slideshow. Call

826-3342.
Humboldt Animal Welfare
Club

movie:
“Kiss the Animals

Goodbye,” and guest
speakers Linda &
John Amaryl from
the Humane Society of Humboldt
County, 7 p.m., GH 225. Free. Call 822-

Galleries

2

COCCCCCCCCE
Movies
Thursday through Saturday
Minor 1: “Dead Poets Society,” Robin

Williams, 7:20.
‘A Separate Peace,” 9:30.

_ ‘TUESDAY
Music
Baywood Country
Club: “Ye Olde
English Feast and
Madrigal Concert,”

6:30 p.m. Call 822-3686 or 826-3928.
Lectures, Workshops & Meetings
HSU Marching Lumberjacks,
Redwood Bowl, 4-6 p.m., Call 826-1875.
HSU Music Department: Madrigal
dinner. For time and cost call 826-3531.
Peace Corps: Steve Russin on: “An
English Teacher in Burundi & Senegal,”
NHE 119, 3 p.m.

Van Duzer: “Master Harold and the
Boys,” 8 p.m., $2.50 gen., $1 students,
seniors free.

Sports

Women’s Basketball: at Chico
Tournament, Chico, 4/6/8 p.m.

p.m. Call 822-0828.

(

Theater

Jambalaya:
Appliances

SSS

Peace Corps: Returned
volunteer, Bahia Yackzan will speak on:
“Rural Income Generation; Women in
Development; Child Care in Nepal,”
NHE 119, 3 p.m.
Co-op: “Summer Jobs with the Forest
Service,” U.S. Forest Service, Oregon, 4
p.m., Forestry 105. Also, U.S. Fish &
Wildlife, Minnesota, Fisheries Biology
and Wildlife Biology informational

Pacific Art Center:

Music

oie

Lectures, Workshops
& Meetings

Jambalaya: Big Band

Music
Jambalaya: Blue Stew
|
Humboldt Brewery:
Tone Talk
Pacific Art Center:
Christmas Chamber Opera, “Once Upon
a Royal Journey,” 8 p.m. Call 822-0828.

‘

Foyer: “Satori” exhibition of
sculpture and photographs by
E.A. Sullivan and A.M. Wright,
Thursday through Dec. 13.
Reception Thursday at 6 p.m.
Call 826-3819.
Reese Bullen: “Metals: A
National Survey of
Metalsmithing,” Through Dec. 9.
Student Access: Photography by
Beverly Melendez, “City
Rituals,” through Thursday. A
members’ exhibit of mixed
media will be held Dec. 11-15.

Minor 2: Sex, Lies and Videotape,” 7 & 9:30.

Sunday
Minor 1& 2: Charlie Chaplin classics all day.

Monday and Tuesday
Minor 1; “The Navigator,” 7:20.
“The Saragossa Manuscript,” 8:45.

Minor 2: Sex, Lies and Videotape,” 7 & 9:30.

(For Minor 3 listings call 822-5171).

Wednesday and Thursday
Arcata: “Shirley Valentine,” Pauline Collins, 7:45.

Cousins,” Ted Danson and Isabella Rossellini, 9:45.

Friday through Tuesday

‘The Fabulous Baker Boys,” Jeff and Beau Bridges, —

y

Michelle Pfeiffer, 7:45.
“Weekend at Bernie’s,” 9:45.

ORIGINAL
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Only $2 for 25 words.

Deadline for submission is 4 p.m. Friday

Forms available at the University Ticket Offfice NHEast

WANTED:
BABYSITTER in Arcata
home, part time, weekday or weekend
for Christmas break or next semester.
Experienced.
Study while they nap.
After 6:30, 826-0357. 11/29

FREE BABY RATS!: Pets only, not
snake food, please. They're too lovable. Please call 822-5367 and ask
for Paul. 11/29

OPPORTUNITIES
STOP
DREAMING
about sandy
beaches, snorkeling or cruising around
lagoons and JUST DO IT. Join Center
Activities for a BAJA ADVENTURE
December 28-January 10. No experience necessary, includes instruction,
boats and transportation. Call 826-3357
for details. 11/29

ZENITH LUGGABLE, 2 floppy, 6.40
RAM, modemw/workprocessor, grammar, dictionary, thesaurus, communication software.
$600.
Call 8262012. 126

SPEAKERS & BIKES: 1 pair JBL-L36 three-way speakers, oak finish w/

oak stands - $275. Two 10-speed
bikes - Schwinn & Univega- $75 each.
Call 826-4545, leave message. 11/29
e

@
%

WANTED

|

RIDE NEEDED FOR ME & MY BIKE
toL.A.forChristmas. Share expenses.
Approx. dates: 12/14 to 12/28 ONE
WAY OK. 826-7658 12/6
Me

Alcoholic, “Rage-aholic” or Workaholic parent(s)? Do painful memories
interfere with career or intimacy? You
can reclaim your healthy self-identity!
For ACA in Arcata: 443-3836. 12/6

LIVE IN JAPAN: International Education Services invites applications for a
one-year assignment in Japan teaching
English language skills in school settings as well as to Japanese Business
people from major corporations and
govemment offices. Minimum academic
requirement is a Bachelors degree;
some work experience desirable. Liberal Arts degree holders as well as those
with specialized degrees (i.e. management, engineeering, pharmaceutical,
securities, finance, languages, education, etc.) are encouraged to apply.
Please submit current resume and cover
letter accompanied by a recent
photo to:
International Edcuation Services
Shin-Taiso Building
10-7 Dogenzaka, 2-chome
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150 JAPAN
Fax Number : (81)-03-463-7089 11/29

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING BOOKS!
$32,000/year income
potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885

Looking for something to do over the
winter break? = Intercultural Networking INC. would like you to join us ona
whale watching expedition off the coast
of Baja California. Call 826-0738 for

Ext. Bk 18063.

more information.

12/6

D&J LAUNDERLAND

MS

Wash

Dry

Here,

FREE!!!

Open 7-9 Daily
5000 Valley West Center

SEWING, MENDING, minor alterations,

pillows, window coverings; you name it.
Call Kathie Roe, 822-5277

11/29

EXPERT TYPING ON IBM: Fast and
accurate. Spelling, grammar & style
corrections. Formatting, editing, rewriting. Best rates: 826-2012 27
TYPING:
Wordprocessing of term
papers, etc. on Apple lic computer.
Letter quality printing. Fast, reliable,
close to campus. Call 822-8836. 126

PERSONALS
PRINCESS PAIGE: Well, Baby, We
ain't got a lot of money, but we've got a

gorgeous Christmas tree.

You did a

killer job. The stockings are hung by the
heater with indifference and I’m wondering if you've been a good little girl
this year. | got my Santa suit back from
the cleaners, so why don’t you come sit
on my knee and tell me what you want?
LOVE, KEITH

Mark A. Hise

MS

“Best Deal in Town”

12/6

info., come by the Tutorial Center, Hs.
72 or call x4266. 12

DDS

Cosmetic bonding
Wisdom Teeth
Nitrous gas-stereo sound
Emergency Care
1 block from HSU Annex

1225 BST.

822-5105
Exclusive-—

822-1181

Southern

Seas

° Dec. Specials

° ,.

Electric guitars, new & used

= g@ ®

$40 & up
es
Banjos, used $150 & up
Bodrans ((rish drums) $60
Mandolins, new & used $60 & up
Nylon string gultars,
new & used $80 and up.
Amps, guitars & bass,
new & used $45 & up.
Applause elec.-Acoustic
Gultars $195.
Fender telecasters &
Stratocasters, used
Basses, Fretted & Fretiess,
new & used
®

Is It True You Can Buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get
the facts today! Call 1-708-742-1142,
Ext. 7234. 12/6

TRY, CIS, PHYSICS, ENGLISH, ACCOUNTING AND NR 108. For more

oe

Bayside Press 959 “H” Street Arcata,
CA 95521 (707)822-1024.

Free drop-in tutoring will be available
throughout Fall Semester in the following subject areas: MATH, CHEMIS-

2o#

WORK FOR YOU. Cash for Books.
100% more intrade. Arcata Books,

ales

OF of

Suits, backpacks, bike accessories, jackets that don’t fit, boots your ex-roomate
left, scuba gear bought for a vacation in
Mexico.
Sell your used equipment
throughthe
CENTeR ACTIVITIES CONSIGNMENT PROGRAM. Stop by the
University Center or call826-3357. 11/29

Working your way through college?
PUT YOUR UNWANTED BOOKS TO

BIO TECHS NEEDED AS HIGH-SEAS
OBSERVERS: BAwith 6 units infisheries or comparable exp. req'd. Unique
U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service
opportunity. $3,500/mo when at sea.
Start at San Diego, CA 1/8/90: 20 openings. Call Tuna/Porpoise Program for
applications (619)557-6540.
Citizenship Required. EOE. 126

1

CLEAN OUT YOUR CLOSET FOR
MONEY!!! WANTED: Old skis, wet-

ch

/ RENT

OF OF oof

FOR SALE

* BOOKS, BOOKS, aaa

for Humboldt County

READ THE
LUMBERJACK

WEAR IT
Wid

* Sweaters
* Ball Sets
* Scarves

mae
a

100%
50 Yo

Christmas music.

* Vests
; * Turtlenecks
* Berets

Fashions
OFF

All

4

Cash
rucae.,

sett it in Classy Finds. Call 826-3928.

ALDEFECTIVE

OPEN

REPAIRS, RENTALS. ACCESSORIES, LESSONS

COTTON

Affordable
p>

S All categories, including ‘$

SUNDAY

lith & H St. + Arcata
822-4751

i

1027 {,St.,
Arcata
822-6264
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remaining populations are in large oldgrowth stands.
The National Audubon Society has
applied to have the bird listed under the
Endangered Species Act, Sutherland
said.
The area has stirred national interest.
Rep. Pete Stark, D-Hayward, introduced
a bill in congress that would declare the
area a scenic river and wildlife study
area. There are also initiatives being
proposed
for next year’s ballot that would
~ restrict logging in old-growth stands or
provide for their purchase.
Sutherland charged that Pacific Lumber Co. is trying to get the timber out of
the area before Congress or the voters of
California have achance to protect it. He
said the timber harvest plan is “notin the
best corporate interest” and is being
done “out of spite.”
“That’s not the case,” said Mary
Bullwinkel, assistant manager for public affairs at Pacific Lumber Co.
“We

didn’t file the timber harvest

plans because of initiatives on the ballot.”
Bullwinkel argued the two timber harvest plans, which cover 564 acres of the
3,000-acre stand are simply an extension of logging in the Salmon Creek
watershed that has gone on for 30 years.
The stand is owned by Pacific Lumber
Co.
She emphasized that the proposed harvest does not involve clear cutting, in
which all the trees in an area are cut. She
said 372 acres will be selective cut, 81

COFFEEHOUSE

*

eContinued from front page

acres closestto the streams will be lightly
cut and 111 acres will be left untouched.
A review meeting on the plans, which
is open tothe public, is tentatively scheduled for Dec. 7 at the CDF office in
Fortuna and a decision should be made
Dec. 14. Comments from the public can
be submitted until then.
If the plans are approved, E.P.I.C. will
take the issue to court, Sutherland said.
Local environmentalists have also
promised to respond.
“If the decision is made to cut, action
will be taken,” John Moriarity of the
Humboldt Green Party said.
Jennifer Gluek, also of the Green Party,
said she expects CDF to rubber-stamp
the plans and if a restraining order cannot be obtained quickly, environmentalists will physically try to stop the logging.
However, she said, “I feel it would be
great if there was no need for action because there is already such an adversarial relationship between people like me
and Pacific Lumber.”
Bullwinkel said if the plans are held
up or the land is taken out of production
it will cost jobs.
Sutherland said the jobs will be lost
eventually because there is so little old
growth left.
He said the proposed ballot measures
contain provisions for workers who are
displaced by purchase of old-growth
stands.
“Tf we look at getting just a little more
work out of it, we can preserve a great
heritage,” he said.

EVROPEAN

MUSIC,

MAGS,

‘I’m very jealous of our independence, and we are Capable of self-governance and independence. '
Alistair McCrone
HSU president

(into the library) in the lasttwo years — part
of that is for periodicals,” he said.
Another issue raised by the SLC concerned efforts to create a system-wide policy dealing with “intolerable acts” resulting
from racism and racial harassment on CSU
campuses.
The SLC formed the Council on Ethnic
Equality in October. The council is an ad
hoc committee made up of students who
lobby the CSU Chancellor’s Office and the
Board of Trustees to enact a system-wide
policy dealing with racism and racial harassment.
McCrone said these concerns could be
better met through the actions of individual
campuses. He cited HSU’s policy on dealing with racial and sexual harassment as an
example.
“T’m very jealous of our independence,
and we are capable of self-governance and
independence,” he said.
In response to McCrone’s comments,
Paul Carter, a participant on the Council of
Ethnic Equality, said, “I understand his
need for autonomy, but I also think that’s
not an excuse for not having a system-wide
policy.”
SLC Chair Christine Wentholt was

LIVE

NEWSPAPERS

IRISH

MUSIC

SATURDAY

pleased the HSU president came to the
meeting.
“I’m happy he showed up. The support
for the library made me happy as academic
affairs commissioner,” she said.
She said McCrone attended one SLC
;
meeting last year.
Also at Monday’s meeting, the SLC
formed an ad hoc committee to investigate
ways of restructuring the SLC in order to
increase student involvement and interest.
Associated Students President Randy
Villa, who proposed the committee, said
it’s disheartening that while people in Eastern Europe struggle for democratic reforms,
HSU students don’t participate in democratic processes on campus such as student
government.
Low interest in student government
showed in last year’s election when just 15
percent of the student body turned out to
vote.
Out of the 16 elected positions, students
ran foronly 1 . Ten ofthe 11 candidates ran
uncontested.
Two vacancies exist on the SLC, as there
are no representatives from the College of
Health Education and Professional Studies
or the College of Humanities.
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Traditional Sauna Cabins:
OPEN

EVERYDAY

18:00

NOON
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